194	.Votes
page 117. 4. unpopular: who does not like the populace.
.Shaw and Wells reflect such a spirit.
XV.   ABOUT LIVING AMONGST MEN
page 119, 14. Bishop Wilson ; the quotation is from the
Maxims of Piety and Christianity, a forgotten book.
19.   expansion   of  all   the  powers:   this   is   a   Greek  ideal,
.opposing asceticism.
page 120. 1-2. Mr Bright and Mr Frederic Harrison : parts
•of the book resound with these names, Arnold attacking these
publicists with unflagging zest. For example: ' Mr Frederic
Harrison developed in the systematic and stringent manner ->f
his school, the thesis which Mr Bright had propounded in only
general terms, " Perhaps the very silliest cant o£ the day,"
said Mr Frederic Harrison, ** is the cant about culture."'
Arnold was himself a Liberal, * yet I arn a Liberal tempered
by experience, reJdexion, and renouncement, and 1 am, above
all, a believer in culture.'
23. ' every man for himself' : Elsewhere in the book
he says: ' The barbarians brought with them that staunch •
individualism, as the modern phrase is, and that passion for
doing as one likes, for the assertion of personal liberty, which
appears to Mr Bright the central idea of English life, and ol
which we have, at any rate, a very rich supply.' * Barbarians 5
was Arnold's word for the nobility.
XVI.   ABOUT GENTLEMEN
•compare this passage with Swift on ' Good Manners', which
will be found in the Literary Essays volume oi: the Boha edition,
'The tract is short suxl the English unsurpassed,
page 121. 17. removing the obstacles: he puts people at
their ease.
21.   comforts   or   conveniences:   i.e.    he    adds   to    social
convenience.
page 122. 8. on all his company ; he considers the nature
of each person present.
12-13.   prominent   in   conversation :    a   gentleman   effaces
•Mmself, e.g. in dress and in manner.

